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Abstract

In collider physics at the TeV scale, there are many important processes which involve six or more jets. The sensi-
tivity of the physics analysis depends critically on the performance of the jet clustering algorithm. We present a full
detector simulation study for the ILC of our new algorithm which makes use of secondary vertices which improves
the reconstruction ofb jets. This algorithm will have many useful applications, such as in measurements involving a
light Higgs which decays predominantly into twob quarks. We focus on the measurement of the Higgs self-coupling,
which has so far proven to be challenging but is one of the mostimportant measurements at the ILC.
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1. Introduction

Jet clustering is an essential technique in high energy physics experiments in which the multitude of produced
particles are combined intojets which represents an attempt to reconstruct the originatingquarks and gluons in the
final state. The development of jet clustering algorithm hasa long history ever since QCD jets have been produced
in particle collisions; we name a few examples in lepton colliders such as the Jade algorithm [1], the Durham algo-
rithm [2], and the Cambridge algorithm [3]. These algorithms have dealt with the challenging question of how to deal
with gluon emissions of various energies. With the advent offuture lepton colliders at the TeV scale, the number of
quarks in the final state increases roughly with the collision energy, which makes even more challenging to correctly
group the resulting hadrons into their originating partons. There is further complication arising from the imbalance
of the parton energies due to the difference in their origin, such as whether they directly come frome+e− collisions or
from W or Z boson decays, and also because of initial state radiation which adds a boost to the system.

We will focus on the physics application of jet clustering ata future lepton collider, such as the International
Linear Collider (ILC), although applications to hadron colliders should be possible with minor adjustments.

The ability to group the particles according to their originating parton is particularly important in the analysis of
physics processes involving multi-jet final states, such asthe measurement of the Higgs self-coupling, which uses the
e+e− → ZHH channel for

√
s = 500 GeV, or the top Yukawa coupling, which uses thee+e− → ttH → bW+bW−H

channel. Depending on the decay modes of theW, Z, and the Higgs, the number of jets in the final state can be
as high as 6 forZHH and 8 forttH. This is relevant especially in the case of a light Higgs particle as motivated
by electroweak precision measurements, whose branching ratio of H → bb is 68% for a Higgs mass of 120 GeV.
These channels have major background processes with similar number of jets; particularly important ise+e− → tt
whose has a large cross section. Many such processes can be greatly reduced if the flavor of the originating quark
can be identified; by requiring the correct number of reconstructed jets originating fromb quarks (“b jets”), thett
background could be eliminated. In reality, flavor identification itself is a challenging task, which results in a leakage
of tt background even with an efficient flavor identification algorithm, which results in significant background due to
the sheer size of the cross section. Other backgrounds include those in which the Higgs decayH → bb is replaced by
theZ decayZ→ bb, which becomes an irreducible background.

Flavor identification can be accomplished by looking for signs of secondary decays ofb hadrons whose proper
lifetime is typically 400-500µm/c. This results in, for example, a heavy tail in the impact parameter distributions
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of charged tracks, secondary vertices which are displaced from the primary vertex, increased transverse momentum
relative to the jet direction due to the heavyb hadron, as well as the presence of leptons due to semileptonic decays of
theW boson. Such signatures are typically combined using a multivariate analysis technique [4] into a single variable
which can be used to discriminateb jets from jets originating from lighter quarks. Similar techniques can be applied
to identifyc jets.

Traditionally, the jet clustering procedure is performed first, after which the flavor identification algorithm is
applied to each of the resulting jets. The search for secondary vertices is restricted to combination of particles within
the jet, which reduces the computing cost arising from combinatorial effects. This method has the consequence that
mistakes in jet clustering, such as particles originating from the same vertex being associated into separate jets (vertex
splitting), or the inclusion of multiple vertices ofb origin into a single jet (vertex merging), cannot be fixed at alater
stage. As computing resources grow inexpensive, performing the vertex finding procedure using all particles in the
event can be performed in a reasonable amount of computing time. Our methods exploit this fact and use it to improve
the jet clustering procedure. In this study, we show that, inmulti-jet environment, the accuracy of jet clustering is
significantly improved by this method.

2. Framework

The software framework used in this study is based on LCIO [5]. The detector simulation is performed by Mokka,
a Geant4 based program. Collisions of electron and positronbeams are simulated with the International Large De-
tector (ILD) Concept [6] at a center-of-mass energy of 500 GeV. Initial state radiation and beamstrahlung effects are
included. The event reconstruction is done using the Marlinframework, which consists of a series of modules which
perform hit digitization and smearing, track finding, and particle flow analysis (PFA) using the Pandora algorithm [7].
Neutral clusters are identified as a result of PFA. The jet clustering is performed using various algorithms, including
the one developed for this study. Flavor tagging is performed by using the LCFIVertex algorithm [4].

For performance studies, we use a sample ofe+e− → ZHH→ qqbbbbevents, which we consider as signal, and a
sample ofe+e− → tt → bbcsscevents as a representative background which illustrates the power of the jet clustering
algorithms; this study is by no means a comprehensive physics analysis. Events are generated assuming a Higgs
mass of 120 GeV and a top quark mass of 175 GeV. We generate about 10000 events with the ILD full simulation
framework for each process.

3. Methods

3.1. Basics
There are many jet clustering algorithms used in collider experiments. Many of these algorithms begin by treating

every particle (track or calorimeter cluster) as a jet on itsown right. Each jet is combined with one another, based
on the criteria defined by the algorithm, until either a certain threshold is reached or the desired number of jets is
obtained. We focus on the case where the number of jets is reduced by one in each step, which is the case for the
Durham algorithm [2] described below. At each step of the algorithm, a distance measureY(i, j), for thei-th and j-th
jets, is computed for every pair of jets. The pair which has the smallestY value is combined into a single jet. The
Durham algorithm uses the distance measure defined as

Y(i, j) =
2 min

(

Ei ,E j

)2
(1− cosθi j )

Q2
, (1)

whereEi andE j stand for the jet energies, andθi j is the angle between the two jets. The specific energy, which is
constant for all events, is given asQ2, which is typically the center-of-mass energy. Since the Durham algorithm gives
a good performance in a wide range of event topologies, we useit to compare with our new jet clustering algorithm.

The algorithm aims to separate the particles which originate from different heavy hadrons as well as to combine
the particles which originate from the same heavy hadron. For this purpose, we incorporate the information from
secondary vertices as well as particle identification, in contrast to the existing methods which work primarily with
the 4-momenta of the particles. The crucial step is in identifying the signatures of heavy hadrons before performing
the jet clustering. Below, we give a detailed description ofour method, which consists of the following steps: vertex
finding, vertex selection, lepton finder, vertex combination and jet clustering.
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3.2. Vertex finder and selection

In the proposed method, the vertex finder drives the performance of the jet clustering, since any fake vertex
degrades the performance and is no better than the existing jet clustering methods. At the same time, one needs
a sufficiently high vertex reconstruction efficiency to make an impact. Thus we require a vertex finder whichis
optimized toward high purity and with competitive reconstruction efficiency.

There are many vertex finders which are used to identify secondary vertices in heavy-flavor jets. Since they have
been used after the jet clustering step, they often have optimizations which take into account the jet direction. This
is the case, for instance, for the topological vertex finder,the ZVTOP algorithm [8], as implemented in the ILD full
simulation framework. Instead of adapting it to our purpose, we have developed our own vertex finders based on
existing techniques which have been optimized to match our goals.

We adopt two methods for vertex finding, one for the primary vertex and the other for the secondary vertices. For
the primary vertex finder, we use thetear-downtype method, while for the secondary vertices we use thebuild-uptype
method. Both vertex finders are based on the simple vertex fitter, which is implemented as follows. Using Minuit2 [9],
we fit for the point in three-dimensional space which minimizes theχ2 value computed by the distance between each
track and the point, divided by the error given by the track covariance matrix, summed for all tracks which are being
considered for the vertex. The initial condition for the fit is given by a simple geometrical calculation of the closest
point to all tracks without taking into account the errors.

The primary vertex finder begins by taking all tracks in the event. They become the list of primary track candidates.
Theχ2 value is then computed for every track. The track which has the largest contribution to theχ2 value is dropped
from the list of primary track candidates. The vertex is thenrefitted with the new list of primary tracks. This procedure
is repeated until each track has aχ2 contribution of less than 25.

The secondary vertex finder begins by considering all trackswhich are not associated with the primary vertex
(non-primary tracks). Here, thebuild-upstrategy is applied, so that we first form pairs using the non-primary tracks.
A tight quality selection is applied to these initial pairs by requiring theχ2 value of less than 9 and applying selections
on the vertex mass and the combined momentum direction. The refined pairs become the initial vertices and are then
considered for merging with other tracks. We loop over the non-primary tracks to test against each vertex. For each
new trial track, theχ2 value is recomputed including the new track. If the resulting vertex passes the same quality
selection described above, the new vertex is retained. Thisprocess is repeated until no other tracks can be attached.
At the end, checks are performed to eliminate duplicate vertices and multiple uses of tracks. Priorities are given based
on the number of tracks in the vertex and theχ2 probability of the vertex.

The resulting secondary vertices are passed through another round of quality selection which aims to reduceV0

and fake vertices. Vertices which have a mass consistent with that ofK0
S are rejected. Vertices which are too far (> 30

mm) or too near (< 0.3 mm) from the primary vertex are also eliminated.
The performance of our secondary vertex finder is compared with that of ZVTOP based on the origin of tracks

using the information from the event generator. Here, we categorize all tracks using the generator information into the
following classes: (1) primary tracks, (2)b track, (3)c track, and (4) other tracks, which include decays fromτ, K0

S,
and conversions. We count the number of tracks used by the secondary vertex finder. In the result summary shown in
Table 1, we definegoodvertices as those whose tracks come from the same heavy hadron, but not requiring to come
directly from the same parent. For the result of ZVTOP, we apply the Durham jet clustering constrained to 6 jets. The
result for our original vertex finder does not use jet clustering. This comparison shows that our original vertex finder is
comparable in efficiency (slightly less efficient) to ZVTOP, while the rejection rate of primary tracks and other tracks
is far superior for the tested samples of 6 jet events.

3.3. Lepton finder

Isolated leptons within a jet can be a sign of semileptonic decays of heavy flavor hadrons. Here, we focus on
muons instead of electrons, since electron identification suffers from the incorrect matching of calorimeter clusters
with the track. We use a simple muon selection criteria by requiring an energy deposit of greater than 50 MeV in
the muon chamber, while limiting the energy deposits insidethe electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters. To further
increase the purity of the muon selection, we require the impact parameter of the track in either direction (d0 or z0)
to be displaced from the primary vertex by larger than 5σ. These muons are treated in equal footing as secondary
vertices in the procedure below.
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ZVTOP Original
Category All All Good All Good

Primary 10731 160 - 54 -
b 2037 1399 1344 1309 1303
c 2433 1653 1618 1571 1562
Others 587 159 45 46 18

(a) qqbbbbsample

ZVTOP Original
Category All All Good All Good

Primary 6980 76 - 14 -
b 893 612 593 579 573
c 1627 1086 1052 1045 1035
Others 430 119 28 53 19

(b) bbcsscsample

Table 1: Comparison of the performance of ZVTOP and our original vertex finder. The numbers in each method show the number of tracks
associated with the reconstructed vertices. If all the tracks in a vertex come from the same heavy hadron, the vertex is counted asgood.

3.4. Vertex and lepton combination

A striking feature of heavy flavor hadrons is the cascade of multiple decays. The purpose of this step is to combine
the secondary vertices and the leptons from the semileptonic decays in a way that is consistent with the cascade decay.
The combination is done using the opening angles between thevertices and/or leptons. For the vertex, the direction of
the vertex position from the primary vertex is used, while for the leptons the momentum direction is used. A pair of
two vertices are combined if the opening angle between the two vertices is less than 0.2 rad. For a pair of two leptons
or a lepton and a vertex, the opening angle threshold is 0.3 rad, considering the fact that leptons tend to have a larger
deviation in angle with respect to the jet direction.

3.5. Jet clustering

The jet clustering is the last step of our method. First, the vertices and leptons are treated as jet cores. If the
number of jet cores is larger than the required number of jets, the nearest jet cores are combined until the required
number is reached. The resulting jet cores are kept separatein the procedure below.

Second, the remaining tracks and neutral clusters, including those that come from the primary, are combined to
one of the jet cores. We perform this in two steps, first with a cone jet clustering algorithm and then with the traditional
Durham-like clustering algorithm. By looking at the opening angle between the momentum direction of the particle
and that of the jet cores, those which fall within 0.2 radian of the jet core are merged with that jet core. If there are
multiple possible jet cores to combine, the one with the closest jet core is used. The remaining particles (tracks or
clusters) are combined to the jet cores based on the DurhamYi j distance measure. In this step, we prevent the jet cores
from merging with each other.

4. Results

All results in this section use the jet clustering with six jets, both for Durham and our jet clustering algorithm.

4.1. Number of jets with b hadrons in ZHH→ bbbbbb events

Here, we use the sixb sample, extracted as a subset ofZHH events. In this sample, every reconstructed jet must
include one and only oneb hadron if the jet clustering is done perfectly. Therefore, counting the number of jets which
include at least oneb hadron is a good performance test for this process.

Theb hadrons are identified using MC generator information. Eachb hadron is associated to a jet which has the
largest number of tracks from theb hadron. After associating all theb hadrons, we count the number of jets containing
theb hadrons.

Figure 1 shows the result with both Durham and our original method. The fraction of events which give all jets
associating tob hadrons is increased from 52% to 66% by using our method instead of the Durham method.

4.2. Number of b-hadron tracks in each jet

In all of the following studies, we focus on the separation oftheZHH → qqbbbbsignal from thett → bbcssc
background. In this study, we count the tracks fromb hadrons in each reconstructed jet. Again, theb hadrons and
their daughter tracks are identified using MC generator information.
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Figure 1: Number of reconstructed jets includingb hadron withZHH → bbbbbbevents in each method. The red line shows the result of our
original algorithm and the black line shows the result of Durham algorithm.

Since the number ofb jets is usually 4 in theqqbbbbprocess and 2 in thebbcsscprocess, the number ofb-hadron
tracks can be a good separation criteria. After ordering jets with descending order of number ofb-hadron tracks, we
examine the numbers ofb-hadron tracks in third and fourth jets. They are expected tobe zero inbbcsscand non-zero
in qqbbbbif the jet clustering is done perfectly.

Figure 2 shows the results. The number of events with zerob tracks in the third jet of thebbcsscsample is
increased, which means better background rejection. The number of events with non-zerob tracks in the fourth jet of
theqqbbbbsample is also increased, which means better signal acceptance with our original method.

4.3. b-tagging performance
So far, we have used the MC generator information to compare the two algorithms. Here, we show what an

example of the difference in the reconstruction through the performance of flavor tagging. We use the LCFIVertex
flavor tagging method [4] which is applied after the jet clustering done by both the Durham algorithm and our original
algorithm. The output of LCFIVertex is the result of a artificial neural net which we will callb-likeness, given for
each jet. Since theZHH→ qqbbbbprocess has 4b hadrons whilett → bbcsschas 2b hadrons, theb-likeness of the
third and fourth jets, in descending order ofb-likeness, is expected to be high forqqbbbband low forbbcssc.

By changing the threshold of value ofb-likeness in defining the signal and background, we obtain the efficiency
plots shown in Figure 3. In addition to the signal vs. background curve for the individual jets, we also include the
result of summing the twob-likeness which combines the two information. This result confirms that our method
works at the reconstruction level as well. It is worthwhile to note that the improvement over the Durham algorithm is
significant in the high signal purity region, with a background acceptance of less than 1%. Since theZHH analysis
is known to need a powerful signal and background separation, our algorithm is expected to significantly improve the
sensitivity of theZHH analysis.

To illustrate the improvement inb-tagging, we perform a test event selection. Here, we set thethreshold ofb-
likeness such that the signal efficiency is approximately 50%. We apply the selection individually to the third and the
fourth jets, as well as the combination of the two, and compare the differences. Table 4.3 shows the results. With
our original algorithm, the number of remaining backgroundevents decreases by about 30% compared to the Durham
algorithm. Note that this number does not take into account the correlations with other event selection criteria. While
we believe that our algorithm gives a significant boost to thesensitivity of theZHH analysis, a real demonstration
must be performed in the context of the actual physics analysis.

5. Summary

Jet clustering is an important tool to discriminate physicsprocesses involving many jets. We have developed
a new jet clustering algorithm which employs the vertex information in the context of a future linear collider such
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Figure 2: Number of secondary tracks in the third (left)/ fourth (right) reconstructed jet with each method. The upper two plots show the result for
ZHH→ qqbbbbevents, and the lower two plots show the result fortt̄ → bbcsscevents. The red lines show the result of our original algorithm and
the black lines show the result of Durham algorithm.
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Figure 3: Comparison of theb-tagging performance forZHH → qqbbbband tt̄ → bbcsscevents. The horizontal axis of each plot shows the
acceptance ofb-tagging inZHH → qqbbbbevents, for the third jet (left), the fourth jet (center), and the sum of the two (right), with varying
threshold ofb-likeness. The vertical axis shows the acceptance oftt̄ → bbcsscevents with the same threshold. The red lines show the resultwith
our original algorithm while the black line shows the resultwith the Durham algorithm.

Original Durham
No cut 3rd jet 4th jet 3rd & 4th jet 3rd jet 4th jet 3rd & 4th jet

ZHH→ qqbbbb 8352 4233 4367 3163 4277 4382 3116
tt̄ → bbcssc 9930 95 113 20 145 137 29

Table 2: Comparison of the remaining number of events after the selection on theb-likeness for theZHH→ qqbbbbandtt̄ → bbcsscevents. The
results with the individual selection on the third jet and the fourth jet are shown, as well as the combined selection. Theselection threshold for the
third and fourth jet is set such that the signal efficiency is approximately 50%.
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as the ILC. The performance study targeted towards an improve measurement of the Higgs self-coupling in the six
jet final states shows that the separation between theZHH → qqbbbbsignal and thett̄ → bbcsscbackground
improves significantly with our original jet clustering algorithm when combined with theb-tagging information. A
more realistic performance check should be done in the actual ZHH physics analysis.
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